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PROVIDER REVIEW
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(Residential / Day / Personal Assistance)
9.0.0.2.20101008.1.734229
  Types of Services Being Reviewed:
1.    As a result of your agency's overall review and oversight activities this period, have we learned anything new or different about what is important to or important for this person, or what others need to know to support the person?
In reviewing the ISP, has anything been learned or discovered that changes or adds significantly to what is important to, or what is important for this person or what others need to know to support the person?  Would this new or changed information make a difference in how the person is supported, or in whether he/she has a good or bad day?  Consider information from learning logs, daily notes, incident reviews, high risk reviews, healthcare oversight, funds management, reviews of supports, interactions with the family, or the conservator, etc.
Yes, we've learned or discovered some new or different information that could make a difference in how this person is supported and we propose updating the ISP as follows:
No changes are needed to the ISP.
2.    How are we doing with implementing Personal Outcomes and providing Supports for Daily Life as stated in the ISP?
Report below only on the outcomes under B. 1. Personal Outcomes and/or the activities under B. 2. Supports for Daily Life for which your agency has responsibility in the ISP Action Plan (section B.)
Use Buttons to Add, Delete or Move Rows
What is the Personal Outcome or Support for Daily Life?
What Was Tried and Learned?
What Worked or Did Not Work?
 Are There Any Barriers We Should Address or Changes Needed to the ISP?(If Yes, Describe)
3.   Did the person receive services from your agency in the amount and frequency as authorized in section C. of the ISP?
Type of Service
All Authorized Units Provided?
If No, What is the Reason for the Units Not Provided?
1.
2.
3.
4.   Health & Safety:
If any medical or psychiatric consults, hospitalizations, or health-related issues or problems occurred during the review period, is there anything that we need to do, follow-up on, or change in how the person is supported? 
Yes, these actions or changes are indicated:
No action or change needed.
(Please send a copy of this completed review to the person's ISC agency upon completion)
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You have reached the maximum number of items allowed.
COS to talk about a new action step for Jon's work outcome.Include support strategy of talking to coworkers while on break instead of talking to them while working.
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	TextField5: Jon saw his PCP in March because he was having trouble sleeping, a hard time waking up in the morning and was feeling tired during the day. The Dr. said because the sleeplessness occurred during Jon's first 2 weeks at his new job he recommends Jon avoid caffeine after 3pm and avoid taking late afternoon naps to see if that makes a difference. Jon has a follow up appointment on 04/27/12 and the Dr. will consider prescribing a sleep aid if needed.
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	Cell2: Jon works at a drive-in.
	Cell3: Jon was having some trouble getting everything done by the end of his shift because he was spending a lot of time talking to his coworkers.We recognized that he most enjoyed talking to the 2 guys closest to his age . When Jon's breaks were changed to match those of his 2 coworkers, Jon had plenty of time to talk to them and hang out. So far going on break with the people he likes is helping him talk less while he is working and he is finishing everything assigned to him.
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